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Translation
Bill Brown, XCTRY
Review by Simone Dompeyre
22nd Traverse Vidéo Festival, Toulouse, France
2019
A traveler’s self-portrait, no doubt, as all road movies are fundamentally, but a self-portrait
constructed from fragments and remaining in fragments, since by condensing this story about
the quest for someplace else into 6 minutes, it holds on to only certain motifs. As for the cross
that obstructs and disrupts the reading of “country,” the X of the title, it initiates this reduction of
the field of speech, a logical reduction since this is a voyage of the in-between.
Bill Brown leaves Chicago for Las Vegas, which he describes in a voice-over:
“I left Chicago today,” even if these 16mm shots date to earlier trips. The non-linear is the basis
of this trip/story. Following from the black screen where he announces his decision to leave, the
flicker of images prevents us from knowing where exactly we are, as places and objects flash by
in succession. We don’t discover the trip from the towns we see, but from the crossing through
space; the transit.
The screen becomes multi-visual, partitioned in a variety of ways, sometimes a triptych,
sometimes doubled, sometimes a third… sometimes playing with reconstituting these three
discrete shots while never pretending or even trying to create the illusion of a single image when
joining these more-or-less distant places along the road.
The visual field is fixed since the point-of-view is that of the driver who advances from one place
to another. Rarely do we come across other vehicles which then create an independent
movement, like a motorcycle or car in the far distance. A variety of songs play on the radio.
Oldies that are also fragmented; we hear the snatch of a melody, then another, or the repeated
voice of a man on the radio, implying that what he’s saying doesn’t matter much. Only later do
we stop at a sofa abandoned in the middle of nowhere, where the artist/driver enters the frame
and pours a bottle of water over his head.
Day and night don’t systematically lend a temporal logic to these three visual spaces. Once or
twice, night arrives during the day. The filmed elements resist the picturesque in their focus on
wastelands, on the behind-the-scenes.

